Introduction
The "dummy" auxiliary do is obligatory in English in a number of environments when no other auxiliary is present, including clauses containing sentential negation, questions with subjectauxiliary inversion, clauses whose truth is being emphasized, and VP-ellipsis.
(1) a. Mary does not like John. In the absence of one of these triggers, and in the presence of another auxiliary, dummy do is ungrammatical:
(2) a.
*Mary does like John. [no emphasis on does]
b. *Mary does (not) be happy.
Children acquiring (standard) English sometimes produce utterances like (2a), a phenomenon I dub "superfluous do," which constitute a rare case of a child error due not to omission but to production of an unnecessary element. The purpose of this paper is to document this phenomenon and propose an analysis of it. In particular, two familiar learning puzzles must be addressed. First, Why do children produce utterances that are ungrammatical in their target grammar? Second, How do these children eventually stop producing such utterances, given the usual assumption of no negative evidence? An additional wrinkle to be dealt with is the fact that children generally do not produce errors of the type (2b).
The analysis is based on the account of do-support presented in Schütze 2004 . The central claim of that approach, assuming Late Insertion, is that do is an allomorph of an otherwise phonologically empty Mood head, whose selection is triggered by the presence of an affix in need of a host word. The claim about acquisition is that children's grammars are adultlike except for the fact that lowering of T to V is not obligatory.
Child Data

Definition of Superfluous Do
I define superfluous do as any production of auxiliary do that would be ungrammatical in (modern standard) adult English solely because a main verb should have been inflected instead. The typical environment where this can occur is a nonemphatic positive declarative, as in (2a). 1 Children's superfluous do has often been discussed in the context of tense doubling errors, illustrated in (3).
(3) a. He didn't sang. b. Did he ate it?
However, such cases do not fit my definition of superfluous do because what is wrong with them
is not the presence of do (these are obligatory do contexts), but the presence of a (second) inflection on the main verb. There are also (rarer) cases that seem to display both doubled inflection and do in a non-obligatory context, as in (4).
(4) a. He does likes it. b. I did made it.
These do not fit my definition of superfluous do either, because the presence of do is not the sole source of ungrammaticality, and I suggest that the underlying cause is plausibly different.
Specifically, in (4) it is clear that T(ense) has been combined with the main V(erb), unlike in (2a); what has gone wrong is that T is being pronounced in both its pre-and post-movement positions (i.e., on a copy theory of movement, both copies are being pronounced). Errors like (3) and (4) will not be further discussed in this paper. To anticipate the analysis, what is unique to (i) Who does eat that?
(ii) Do eat that! Since I am unaware of any data on children's use of superfluous do in these environments, my focus shall rest on nonemphatic positive declarative.
the superfluous do error in (2a) is that T has not combined with V at all, although it "could have" done so. The rest of this section presents evidence that superfluous do as just defined is a feature of the speech of (at least some) children acquiring English.
Monolingual English Data
Spontaneous production
Several researchers have documented for monolingual English children the spontaneous production of superfluous do (Davis 1987 , Hollebrandse and Roeper 1996 , Zukowski 1996 ).
Examples from one child's speech are given in (5); Roeper attests that these dos were not stressed and the contexts were not emphatic. Most researchers have concluded, sometimes on the basis of very dense longitudinal recordings, that the productive superfluous do phase is quite short-lived. For example, Zukowski (1996) analyzed Brian MacWhinney's son Ross's data in CHILDES and found out from MacWhinney that a stretch of apparently superfluous dos were indeed unstressed and noncontrastive; these were concentrated between 2;11.07-3;3.27.
Crucially, these errors are not part of a more general pattern in which do is widely overused; that is, examples like (6) are not attested (see also Stromswold 1990 One potential exception to this pattern, noted by Roeper (1991) , involves the infinitival form of be, as illustrated in (7).
(7) a. It does be.
b. Do clowns be a boy or a girl However, Roeper observes errors such as (8) in the same set of corpora. Thus, it is possible that children who are producing sentences like (7) are doing so because they have misanalyzed be as a main verb that does not undergo V-to-T raising and therefore shows the same distribution as, say, walk. This is not implausible, in light of the total lack of phonological overlap between the infinitival form be and its inflected counterparts-the child may not initially recognize that they are forms of the same verb, and bes for them could mean something slightly different from is. If this is so, then the aforementioned generalization can be maintained: children overextend do only in environments where a main verb should have been finite, not environments where an auxiliary should have been the finite verb.
Experimental elicitation
Researchers have also reported superfluous do in elicitation studies. Foley et al. (in prep) reported the examples in (9) from an elicited repetition study. (7) and (8) are produced by the same children at the same age. I assume this would turn out to be so.
A potential worry in interpreting these data is that the occurrence of do in the model sentence might be priming the child's production of it. Still, we might hope that priming would not be able to induce children to systematically produce structures that are ungrammatical for them. Thornton (2010) conducted an elicited production study whose goal was to encourage use of VP ellipsis. One of the three children studied, Georgia (2;3.16), produced superfluous do just in environments where VP ellipsis would be grammatical for adults; these pre-dated her first actual elisions of VP. Examples are given in (10) and (11). (10 constitute fewer than 5%. Jensvoll reports, "She did show signs of the fact that she was in the process of learning the -ed suffix … However, it seemed as though she was applying her didconstruction as a default, because this construction is simpler than marking past tense on the verb itself." (I do not know whether Norwegian ever displays superfluous do, so I cannot assess whether transfer might be involved here.)
English/Icelandic
Bohnacker (1999) reports data from the child Katla, who learned Icelandic as her L1 but received mostly English input starting at age 1;3, and eventually behaved as balanced bilingual.
An important fact about Icelandic, in contrast to German, is that it has no auxiliary uses of do whatsoever (even for VP topicalization), so there are no issues of potential transfer. Unlike Joshua ( §2.3.1), Katla shows no transfer of V-raising: her English main verbs always follow negation. From ages 2;4 to 3;0, she uses do in 80% of obligatory contexts with negation but in no obligatory contexts for emphasis, Yes/No questions, or (fronted) WH-questions. 3 This is unlike her production of be and have, where omissions occur less than 50% of the time. At 3;0 a change occurs: 4 do in obligatory non-negative contexts rises to the level of be and have, and "oversupplied" do appears as well. However, Katla never combines do with modals, auxiliaries, or the copula, consistent with the generalization in §2.2.1. This progression is detailed in Table 1 . Bohnacker is aware of the possibility that do might be being primed by a preceding adult utterance (particularly if it was a question), but she asserts that "only 12% of Katla's oversupplied DO might arguably [be] copied or repeated from the adult lead question" (p. 61).
Oversupplied instances of do include all three forms of the verb, as shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows that most of the oversupplied dos count as superfluous do by my definition (the first row); tense-doubled uses are a small minority. She also observes no restriction on the type of verb or subject that occurs with oversupplied do. it is widely used colloquially in spoken German (Erb 2001) and Swiss German (Glaser & Frey, Schönenberger & Penner 1995) , and in Dutch it is used at least in speech to children and in some dialect regions (Bloom and de Kort 2008). It is therefore unclear whether there are any cases where we can say with certainty that a child produces tun/doen-periphrasis spontaneously in these languages, i.e. without ever having heard it in the input. Data from Zuckerman and colleagues (e.g., Bastiaanse et al. 2002) 
on differences between children in Groningen versus
Limburg suggest that input may indeed be a crucial trigger. There are also important differences between adult tun/doen and English do: there are no environments (other than VP topicalization)
where tun/doen are obligatory, and they can never be stressed. Given how different the situation in English is, I will therefore refrain from making any claims about the potential extension of my account to these languages.
Background on Adult English
Early Modern English
Superfluous do is attested for English throughout the 16 th century and persisted into the 18 th (Visser 1969; Warner 1993) . Its equivalence to inflected main verb counterparts is indicated by this contemporaneous grammarian's comment: "I do is a verbe moche comenly used in our tonge to be put before other verbes, as it is all one to say 'I do speake…' and suche lyke, and 'I speake…'" (Palsgrave 1530). Likewise, contemporary translators would put the periphrastic do construction in correspondence with a Latin sentence that gave no indication of emphasis. The point is emphasized by Ellegård (1953) : "do + the infinitive was functionally synonymous with the finite full verb" (p. 151); he concludes that we can "dispose effectively of any hypothesis that the do-form at this time conveyed a special shade of meaning, differentiating it from the simple form. When do is practically always used, it cannot fill any such function and is absolutely nothing but a mark of tense" (p. 167). Importantly, the optionality is attested within the production of individual authors.
I conclude from this that there cannot be any "deep" principle of grammar that bars superfluous do; to the extent that it is impossible in modern English (on which see §3.2 below), this represents at most a parametric choice. Interestingly, the historical record reports no instances of periphrastic do used with be or auxiliary have. The fact that the same restriction holds for children who are producing superfluous do reinforces the idea that children are exercising an option provided by UG.
Modern English Dialects
The point is further made by work on contemporary regional dialects of English.
Superfluous do is found currently in Southwestern English English (Klemola 1998 The highlighted instances of do in (14) are not performing any of the "supportive" functions outlined in §1. However, I claim they do not constitute superfluous uses of do by my definition either. The reason is that, as most of the literature agrees, syntactically these are not auxiliary but rather main verb instances of do, given its nonfinite forms, its co-occurrence with modals and other auxiliaries, and the fact that it can co-occur with a tensed (auxiliary) do, as in (14d).
6 Apparently, not all British English speakers are comfortable with this participial use of do.
A second candidate for adult superfluous do has received much less attention in the literature. I encounter it most often in PA announcements on airline flights, as exemplified in (15 Regarding the semantic import of this use, they say that "the speaker (in a style that is sometimes felt to be rather gushing and extravagant) is conveying enthusiasm: a personal conviction about the truth of what is predicated." (See also Nevalainen & Rissanen 1986.) Assuming the above is on the right track, we can conclude that children acquiring standard English are not exposed to truly nonemphatic superfluous do, and therefore, unlike perhaps all such cases in the acquisition of Dutch, German, and Swiss-German, it represents an 7 Heard on two United Airlines flights, 22 June 2010. Thanks to Barbara Partee for originally drawing such cases to my attention. 8 In contrast, Banks (1994) claims that flight attendants' speech is characterized by unexpected stress on auxiliaries, including do.
9 For what it is worth, I have a strong intuition that this phenomenon does not occur in environments where another auxiliary is present that should have been finite, as in (2b). That is, I suspect you will not hear things like the following on your next airplane trip:
(i) a. We do be here primarily for your safety. b. We do have begun our final descent. c. We do will be on the ground shortly.
innovation on their part, and there must be something in their grammars that differs from those of adults. I turn now to exploring what this difference could be.
Analysis
Overview
I propose that the grammar of children producing superfluous do is identical in relevant respects to that of Early Modern English speakers (cf. §3.1), i.e. it is a possible grammar under UG, and my analysis will apply to both systems. The essence of the proposal is that T lowering (to V) is optional in these systems, whereas it is obligatory (except when blocked) in adult modern English, and this is the only property that differentiates the languages. I therefore begin with the account of adult modern English. I defer to §4.4 the question of why English children exhibit this optionality, and how they come to be speakers of modern English.
Account of adult modern English
My account begins with the observation that, as far as inflectional suffixation is concerned, dummy do is completely regular. That is, the 3sg present form ends in the regular suffix /-z/ and the past tense form ends in the regular suffix /-d/. Do is "special" only inasmuch as it exhibits stem allomorphy: /du/ becomes /dʌ/ in 3sg present contexts (and before the perfect participial suffix /-n/) and /dɪ/ in past tense contexts. Such allomorphy is familiar from other verbs, e.g. /se/ (say) becomes /sɛ/ and /haev/ (have) becomes /hae/ before 3sg /-z/, and many verbs show stem allomorphy in past tense and participle forms. What I conclude from this is that do is a stem unto itself, which combines with Tense and therefore cannot itself be a Tense head.
What kind of stem is do? I claim in its auxiliary uses it is the same kind of stem as the English modals. These too cannot themselves be realizations of Tense: for one thing, they contribute meanings that are not temporal, but just as importantly we can see that in some cases they combine with Tense just as do does. Specifically, could, would, and might can be used as the past tense forms of can, will, and may, respectively, e.g. in sequence of tense contexts; they also end in the past tense suffixes /-d/ and /-t/.
(17) a. He said he would come, so why isn't he here? b. Mary can run a 6-minute mile. When she was younger she could run a 5-minute mile. c. He said he might come, but he doesn't seem to be here. Note that be and auxiliary have differ from do in that they are possible in all of the aforementioned environments. From this we can conclude that they are not M heads. This conclusion is independently desirable because they can co-occur with modals, and although do generally does not co-occur with be and auxiliary have, in imperatives they can be found together.
(20) a. Do be careful! b. Don't be late! c. Do have showered before you go to that interview! I therefore assume that be and have are always of category V.
10 3sg T happens to have the allomorph -Ø in the context of a modal, alongside its regular allomorph /-z/.
11 Out on the intended reading 'It is vital that Mary be able to walk again.'
12 Out on the intended irrealis reading 'Mary be able to walk again??'
Having motivated a functional head M that hosts modals and do and that is distinct from T, the next issue is where it fits in the overall clausal structure. I propose (21) for finite clauses.
(21) [CP [MP [TP [ΣP [v/VP
The canonical subject position in this structure is Spec-MP; subjects may traverse Spec-TP to check case if there is no Agree. ΣP is the locus of sentential negation and emphatic positive polarity, following Laka (1990) . I claim that do is the marked allomorph of the M feature complex whose unmarked allomorph is Ø, which occurs in nonemphatic, nonnegated declaratives and imperatives, as in the structures in (22). For the sake of concreteness, we can assume that the meaning associated with it is 'indicative'. affixed to a main verb, auxiliary, or modal. In adult standard English the circumstances under which this will happen are those in which some element blocks the combination of T with a main verb. I follow Bobaljik (1996) in assuming that T combines with main verbs in English by a head lowering process that requires string adjacency. 15 Elements that do this blocking are thus the class of marked Σ heads (sentential negation, verum focus, and the emphatic positive polarity morphemes too and so) as well as an overt DP (in the case of a question with subject-auxiliary inversion). 13 The M head is either absent or radically empty in nonfinite clauses, which cannot contain modals or do, as seen in (18) and (19).
14 This might seem to be at odds with the claim that this element occurs in questions and imperatives. At least two remedies are possible. First, 'imperative' and 'interrogative' may be Force heads (in contrast with 'declarative') that are compatible with declarative mood. Second, this may simply be the Elsewhere Mood head, underspecified for whatever differentiates these clause types. The third scenario to consider is one in which a contentful modal is present: this will be an M head distinct from M indic , therefore do cannot be inserted. 
Child English (and Early Modern English)
All that we need to add to this system to derive child English and Early Modern English is the possibility that T need not combine with a main verb to its right even when nothing blocks this combination; in other words, T lowering to V is optional. In a clause with no auxiliaries (e.g.
(22a)), failure to lower T will leave T as an affix without a host, and do will be chosen as the allomorph of M indic automatically.
How do we derive the impossibility, in both child and adult Englishes, of sentences like (13) above? What has gone wrong in these examples is that V has failed to raise to T when it should have. As long as we ensure that V raising to T is obligatory (when possible), 17 such examples will not be generated because T will not lack a host, and there is no problem ensuring this, since by hypothesis V raising to T and T lowering to V are distinct operations. An example is given in (24).
Mary is (not) sick. 16 The T affix will have the modal M as a host to its left. 17 To my knowledge there are no satisfactory proposals for why be and auxiliary have must raise to T just in case there is no modal present in the clause, but empirically it is clear that this requirement is enforced somehow.
Under accounts (such as mine) in which modals are of a category distinct from T, it must be required that T adjoin to M when M is a modal. When that adjunction occurs, T will no longer be available to host V because it has formed a word with M.
The source of optionality
I now return to the question of why English-acquiring children have the option of not lowering T to V. I claim this is because the obligatoriness of T-lowering can only be enforced by a comparison of derivations, something children have repeatedly been proposed to have difficulties with. This is so because the derivation yielding superfluous do converges. In particular, if (22a) is sent to SpellOut in its given form, without T having lowered to V, M indic will be spelled out as do, there will be no stranded affixes, and the result will be Mary does like
John. In other words, I am claiming that whatever drives T lowering to V, it cannot be a requirement for convergence (e.g. a strong feature). This is because the very same T affixes are perfectly happy not lowering in the derivations in (23). Hence, superfluous do must be ruled out by the fact that another derivation based on the same numeration blocks it, in other words, a sort of economy constraint. Specifically, I propose a constraint that says that if two convergent derivations based on the same numeration differ in the number of overt morphemes (a.k.a.
vocabulary items) needed to spell them out, the derivation using fewer morphemes blocks the one using more morphemes. 18 Analogous principles (without implementational details) have been proposed in this domain before, e.g. Pollock (1989) suggests "Perhaps there is an 'Avoid Do' principle in the grammar of Modern English falling under some version of Chomsky's (1981) 'Avoid Pronoun' principle, itself conceivably the by-product of some more general 'least effort' principle" (p.420, fn. 49); Emonds (1994) proposes that "The most economic realization of a given deep structure minimizes insertions of free morphemes. ('Use as few words as possible.')" (p. 168); see also Zuckerman (2001) and Arnold (1995a, b) .
My claim for Early Modern English is that this economy condition is not part of the grammar. My claim for child English is that the condition may well be part of the grammar but it cannot be reliably enforced because comparisons among derivations tax the abilities of the child's processing system. Such limitations have been proposed in several domains, e.g. in socalled delay of Principle B effects (e.g., Chien and Wexler 1990; Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993) , scalar implicatures Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia and Guasti 2001) , and stress shift and focus sets (Reinhart 2004 
Comparison with previous approaches
There have been two notable proposals on how superfluous do arises in child English in the previous literature. I summarize them here in order to highlight where I differ from them. Hollebrandse & Roeper (1996) propose that in adult English and for the child, "dosupport is a spell-out operation in the phonology and therefore is not [a] syntactic operation of insertion" (p. 265). More specifically, "do-insertion is the spell out of the tense morpheme in phonology and therefore we call it Tense-Spellout…a core feature of grammar, not an exceptional repair strategy." Spelling out Tense as do is taken to be easier for the child than a complex combination of head movement and node relabeling operations required by the adult grammar to inflect a main verb. Technically it is more economical, in that it requires fewer syntactic operations. "The do is simple because it is a direct spellout of tense. Therefore, the child can recognize it directly and no decomposition of a complex form like painted is necessary."
Hollebrandse & Roeper
19
Putting aside the technical details of their node relabeling operation, the gist seems to be that producing do is an alternative to the adult way of expressing INFL features (by affixation on a main verb), and the child produces do using a rule that adults also use. At that level of abstraction, I concur. However, I have argued that do and Tense must be separate elements that receive separate spell-outs, so in my system do facilitates the spell-out of Tense but does not constitute it. Also, it is left unstated in the proposal how the child comes to favor a less economical option over a more economical one in acquiring the adult system.
19 I am not certain what is meant by "decomposition" here; it seems to suggest that difficulties in analyzing the input are being invoked.
Van Kampen
Van Kampen (1997) makes the following proposal: "Let us assume that in child language do-insertion is free in all <+fin> tense positions…More precisely, let us assume that in English child language children insert finite auxiliaries directly in the I 0 position…The learning task for the English children will now consist in narrowing down the superset of do-insertions to a subset." The way this should happen is that they should discover that "any string adjacency of do and its dependent lexical verb…should result in a deletion of do at PF." She proposes that what must be learned is a "restructuring rule" that combines I and V into a "compound" under string adjacency. 20 The rule is inspired by Ross's (1972) "do-gobbling" rule. It is part of adult English grammars. 21 The compounding rule is used in order to avoid the need for a lowering rule.
Presumably there is a stage in acquisition when this rule is being applied optionally, and one may wonder whether this approach predicts a stage before the rule is acquired when use of do would be obligatory (such a stage has not been documented). One may also want to know how the child comes to posit free insertion of do in the first place.
Putting technicalities aside, the gist seems to be that children produce superfluous do because they are not combining INFL with main verbs the way the adult grammar requires: "I propose that do is used by the Language Acquisition Device [for Dutch and English] as a temporary 'least effort' solution in order to avoid movement" (p. 49). At this level of abstraction, I agree. However, I do not posit in the child's grammar any properties of do that differ from those in the adult language, and I assume that the process by which INFL combines with a main verb is movement, not restructuring/compounding. I also do not rely on children to make any discovery in order to arrive at the adult system. 20 Evers and van Kampen (1995) , who describe the same proposal, note the apparent problem that adverbs can intervene between the positions of I and V, e.g. John often sings. They propose that this is consistent with their compounding approach because the adverbs in question are simple heads, and hence can form a complex head I+Adv+V. A second apparent problem they note is that if do-insertion is free, nothing seems to prevent generation of strings like John does not be happy, where negation presumably blocks the compounding rule. They suggest it is a selectional property of do that it cannot take auxiliaries as complements. (This would have to involve NEG being transparent to selection.) But that is not consistent with the behavior of do in imperatives, where we find Do not be late! 21 Evers & van Kampen (1995) make a further claim: "Suppose that the string adjacency of verbal-like elements in an extended projection invariably leads to a restructuring in a syntactic compound" (p. 34; emphasis added). It sounds as if they might intend this to be a universal principle.
Concluding remarks
My proposal for children's production of superfluous do is that their grammar is identical to the adult grammar of (modern) English, but that the latter includes an economy condition requiring comparison of derivations, and children cannot reliably carry out this comparison. This economy condition is apparently not universal, inasmuch as it was not active in Early Modern English, which also allowed free use of finite do as an alternative to inflecting main verbs.
However, I assume that the general form of the condition-a preference for fewer overt morphemes in spelling out the result of a given numeration-is made available by UG; perhaps its applicability to particular morphemes must be learned, and I have not addressed how this is accomplished. (In this respect my proposal seems no worse off than its predecessors.) The key to facilitating an analysis in terms of this economy condition has been the proposal that sentences with do and counterparts with inflection on the main verb do not differ in their numerations. This in turn has been made possible by an analysis on which do is the realization of a functional head (M) distinct from Tense and is in an allomorph relationship with a phonologically null version of that head.
